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Case Study: Strengthening 
Technology Companies Practices’ 
to Fight Child Sexual Exploitation 
on their Platforms 
 

 

 

 
Thorn is a non-profit based in the United States that drives 
technology innovation to fight the sexual exploitation of 
children. They partner across the technology industry, 
government and NGOs and leverage technology to combat 
predatory behaviour, help identify victims, and protect 
vulnerable children. 
 
Thorn’s Innovation Lab is the first of its kind, harnessing the 
best and brightest minds to work on behalf of the world’s 
most vulnerable children. The Thorn Technology Task Force 
is the largest technology task force, comprised of more than 
20 leading technology companies including Microsoft, 
Google, Yahoo!, Facebook, and Twitter, that lend their 
knowledge, time and resources to the work of the 
organization.  
  

 

Children’s rights Issue or Risk 

The risk of child sexual exploitation online is growing as our use of technology increases, and use 

by children becomes more challenging to monitor and track. For example, it is estimated that 

325,000 children are at risk for becoming victims of sexual exploitation in the United States1. 

Additionally, since the inception of the United States' National Center for Missing and Exploited 

Children’s CyberTipline, they have received more than 7.5 million reports of suspected child sexual 

exploitation.2.  

While many leading technology companies have policies and procedures in place to effectively 

manage these risks, small and medium sized companies often do not know the best practices to 

keep their platforms safe and protect children. This poses a risk both for the small and medium sized 

companies themselves, as well as the large companies who often partner with them to offer their 

products and services.  

The company response 

Thorn recognized this gap and looked to develop a solution that could quickly bring small and 

medium sized companies up to speed and help them identify tools and practices that can help 

prevent their platforms from being used for child sexual exploitation.   

In 2013, Thorn published the first version of the Thorn Sound Practices Guide, which educates 

technology companies about the proven practices that are voluntarily deployed across the industry 

in order to identify, remove, report and prevent child sexual abuse material and abusive behaviour 

                                                           
1 https://www.wearethorn.org/child-trafficking-statistics/ (The Commercial Sexual Exploitation of Children In the U. S., 

Canada and Mexico, Executive Summary, September 2001) 
2 http://www.missingkids.org/KeyFacts 
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on their platforms. The guide was created with input from major companies participating in Thorn’s 

Technology Task Force, including Facebook, Google, Twitter, Pinterest, Microsoft, WePay and others.  

The Sound Practices Guide is broken into three key areas that companies can leverage to improve 

their knowledge and practices in combating child sexual exploitation: 

- Universal Tools: Features best practices and tools that leading technology companies leverage 

to combat child sexual exploitation. For example, it includes information on how they can access 

national resources such as the United States’ National Center for Missing and Exploited Children 

CyberTipline, a secure reporting form that enables electronic service providers to upload videos 

or images of suspected child sexual abuse material (CSAM); or how they can leverage PhotoDNA 

and join the Industry Hash Sharing Platform to more rapidly build a shared database and remove 

CSAM from their systems.  

 

- Legal Considerations: Educates companies on how to develop policies and procedures that 

ensure a company investigates and acts within legal requirements.   

 

- Practices by Service: Lastly, the guide provides recommendations for preventing, identifying, 

removing and reporting CSAM by type of service (e.g. photo sharing, social networks, etc.), 

which takes into account the unique risks associated with each user environment.  

The Sound Practices Guide was developed for companies located in the United States and therefore 

offers recommendations within the United States legislative landscape. However, aspects of the 

guide are helpful to companies in all countries and Thorn hopes the guide will encourage 

organizations, governments and companies outside of the United States to develop similar guidance 

for their country or region.   

Outcomes and Learning 

In 2013, the guide was launched via Thorn's vast network, including via the leading players present 

on their Technology Task Force. In 2014, an updated version of Thorn’s Sound Practices Guide was 

shared during a presentation at the internationally recognized Dallas Crimes Against Children 

Conference. The guide has been very successful in the United States and to date has been rolled out 

to more than 150 companies/individuals.  

Since the launch of the guide Thorn has seen that companies are not only implementing direct 

technology solutions such as PhotoDNA or hashsharing, but they are also incorporating the 

management of child sexual exploitation risks into their core policies and processes.  

One company who received Thorn’s Sound Practices Guide stated: “The Sound Practices were very 

helpful. The organization was great and I found several points useful – anywhere from informing 

users of safety tips to points that we should include in our [Terms of Service].”  

This process has also uncovered key challenges smaller companies may face. For example, many of 

the solutions that larger companies deploy take time and resources, specifically engineering 

resources, which smaller companies do not always have. A continuing focus of Thorn's, especially 

with the launch of their Innovation Lab, is to simplify the engineering resources needed and to 

facilitate sharing of existing solutions.  
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The Sound Practices Guide is an ongoing project and Thorn will continue to update the guide to 

reflect new insights, tools, policies and processes the industry is leveraging, with the goal to increase 

engagement of the industry as a whole and strengthen companies' abilities to identify, remove, 

report and prevent child sexual exploitation on their platforms.  


